BROADCAST,VIDEO,SOUND & AV STUDIO
Sound /AV & Recording Studio
8a Industries Road
Isando
Gauteng.
A well-equipped Broadcast /Video Recording Studio includes the below:
1) Stage from 2m x 4m to 3m x 4m White or Black depending on the performance or
the event. Under stage DMX controlled Lighting
2) 6 squ M 3.9p LED screen as a backdrop that can be use to display any content
from video’s to logo with the ability to split screens.
3) Flats either side of the screen and stage.
4) 3m x 4m Lighting truss.
5) Professional lighting from 8 moving heads, Lucid’s, LED par cans ,Stage bars
Theatre spots & 2 x Follow spots.
6) 4m x 4m black and white floor area in front of the stage.
7) Pro Hazer & Low foggers.
8) 3 x HD Panasonic and Sony Video Cameras on tripods.
9) 3 x Monitor screens 65” , 55”.
10)Technical control station consist of: a Digital sound desk, Sweetlight DMX lighting
console, Black Magic Vision mixer , Samara Video recorder , Black Magic recorder
for live streaming , 2 x Macbook Pro, 5 Windows computers, LPV6155 LED Video
Processor.
11)Technical Crew consist of a Camera Operator , Sound and Lighting Technician,
Backtracks/music & Vision mixing ,Recording Producer , AV Technician.
Costs
Basic Pricing break down will depend on the kind of production required:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

R5500.00 Half day rate ( 4 hours & a 30 min setup, soundcheck and briefing)
R7500.00 Full day rate ( 8 hours & a 30 min setup, soundcheck and briefing)
R1650.00 Hourly rate ( minimum of two hours & a 30min setup and briefing)
R2000.00 for any live streaming event under 30min ( Studio time 1hour 30min)
R2500.00 Rehearsal or dry run the day before ( Half day 4 hours)
Full day productions, light snacks and refreshment will be supplied for up to
five people included in the rate.

The above cost include a basic edit on pre-recorded production ,top and tail with logo’s
and credits.
Recordings either we-transferred or supplied on flash drive depending on size.
Should the client want us to set up a similar studio at their office or an outside venue ,
this will be quoted on separately.
Terms and Conditions
1) Payment terms are as follows: 50% no refundable deposit to secure date and the
balance due the day before the event. ( unless pre negotiated)
2) Clients need to arrive 30 min before their events starts with hair and make up
already done. If you require a hair and make-up artist , an extra cost will be
quoted.
3) If Clients and Entertainers arrive late no extension will be given on their time slot.
4) We will supply a changing & holding room for clients and Entertainers.
5) Everyone will be screen and temperature taken at the gate on arrival.
6) Please wear masks until you are in the studio.
7) Right of admission reserved and no responsibility will be taken for any lose or
injury while on the premises.
Should you want to discuss anything else or book the venue please don hesitate to
contact us.
Look forward to working with you in the future.
Kind regards
Mike
Owner/Director
mike@topdrawerevents.co.za
+27824559903
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Andre
Director
andre@theavroom.co.za
+27723911542
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